1. Introduction. In this paper we shall classify the irreducible m-ic congruences Cl with coefficients belonging to the same field. Two irreducible m-ic congruences are said to belong to the same conjugate set if one of them can be transformed into the other by a transformation of G. The number of distinct irreducible congruences in a conjugate set will be referred to as the order of the conjugate set. Since the order of the group G is p(pi -l), it follows that the order of any conjugate set will be at most p(p2 -l).
A classification of the irreducible binary modular forms under the group of all binary linear homogeneous transformations of determinant unity in the field GF(pn) has been done by Dickson[4] . Since an irreducible binary modular form over GF(p) of degree m in x and y defines an irreducible m-ic congruence C(z) over GF(p) with roots \^ = (x/yy\ 7=0, 1, 2, • ■ • , m -1), in the Galois field GF(pm), it follows that Dickson's results provide a classification of the irreducible m-ic congruences over GF(p) under the subgroup G' of transformations of G with determinant a square in GF(p). Clearly, G' is a proper subgroup of G if p>2, and a conjugate set C under the group G will consist of, at most, two conjugate sets Ci, C{ under the smaller group G', i.e., C = C{\JC2. It is shown in §2 that if aiEGF(pm) characterizes the set C{ under G', then -<ri will characterize the set C2 under G' and a\ will characterize the conjugate set C under the group G.
In studying the irreducible binary modular forms over GF(pn), Dickson lists two relative invariants, namely, It is also shown in this paper that the invariant irm (m>2) is an absolute invariant under the group G of all binary transformations in GF(pn), and that 7rffl is expressible homogeneously in terms of J and K, where (1.3) J = Q""+l = qr, and K = £*"<""-» = l", and where r = l if p = 2, r = 2 if p>2. The above invariants are invariants under the group G provided n = 1 and, hence, may be applied directly in our problem. The recursion formula
given by Dickson and the fact that rmirrm/qiqjirrm/qiqjti,qI... The need for such a classification as that given in this paper arises in the study of the metabelian subgroups in the holomorph of an Abelian group of order p' and type 1,1, ■ • • each having commutator subgroup of order pmJ A classification of the irreducible m-ic congruences over GF(pn) under the group G of linear fractional transformations with coefficients in GF(pn) may be obtained by generalizing the results of this paper. Since the group problem does not require such a generalization, and since such a generalization would be quite simple to make, we do not offer it in this paper. Consequently, we make use of a special case of Dickson's results; namely, that where»=l.
Furthermore, if « = 1, p = 2, then G = G' and Dickson's classification applies directly, hence, in the sequel we restrict p to be greater than 2. In §4 we make use of the previous results for the cases m -2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , 7. Although classifications relative to G of the irreducible m-ic congruences for m=3, 4, 5, 6 have been done, it seems in order here to show how easily this may be done with the techniques of this paper. In §5 we devote a detailed discussion to the special case for w = 8. [February 2. A characterization of conjugate sets under G. Since in (1.3) r = 2 if p>2, it follows that one may express irm(J, K) given by (1.5) and (1.4) in terms of q and /. Corresponding to each irreducible factor rr of degree r over GF(p) of irm(J, K) is a factor 72,-of degree 2r of irm(q, l). This factor is factorable over GF(p) into two irreducible factors 7^" and yf each of degree r or is irreducible of degree 2r over GF(p) according as the root ir = J/K of Tr is a square or a nonsquare in GF(pr). If y2r is factorable and 9 is a root of 7,1', then -9 is a root of yf. If y2r is irreducible and 9 is a root, then -9 is also a root. Conversely, corresponding to any two roots £ and -£ of wm(q, I) is an irreducible factor of rm(J, K).
In deciding whether or not two binary forms <pi and <p2 are conjugate relative to G', Dickson shows that one may employ a root p.\=x/y of d>i = 0 and a root p2 -x/y of 02 = 0 and determine corresponding values of ai -qi/h and <rt = qt/lt lor pi and pt, respectively. According as these values <n and <T2 are roots of the same irreducible factor or different irreducible factors of irm(q, I) the given forms <j>i and 02 belong to the same or different conjugate sets.
Let C^z) and C"t(z) be the two irreducible m-ic congruences defined by <f>i(x, y) and <j>t(x, y), respectively. Since pi and pt are roots of C^(z) and C^(z), respectively, we have, by making use of (1.3) and the fact that z = x/y, the following important result:
If C7,(2) and CM2(2) are conjugate under G and if piT=pt lor TEG, then, since the cross ratio ir is an invariant under G, we have a\ = a\. If, further, CM1(z) and C"t(z) are not conjugate under G', then <ri and o-2 are not roots of the same irreducible factor of irm(q, I) and ffi^o^. It follows since ai = ffl that <ri= -0-2, and that cri and a2 are roots of y^ and yf\ respectively. Since any conjugate set under G consists of, at most, two distinct conjugate sets under G', and since there are as many conjugate sets of irreducible m-ic congruences under G' as there are distinct irreducible factors of irm(q, I), we have along with the above results the following: Since the corresponding value a" = q/l of a root p. of an irreducible m-ic CM(z) is a root of irm(q, I) and is in GF(pm) and, conversely, since any root alk = q/l of irm(q, I) defines an irreducible m-ic congruence having a root n whose corresponding value of q/l is equal to (7", it follows that any root ir = J/K of irm(J, K) will define an irreducible m-ic congruence C"(z) having a root n such that (1.7)
x, = Gup>, nn»').
Conversely, the cross ratio 7r" = (fj.plfip, nfi"') of the roots ju, fi", • • • , Mp"'~1 of an irreducible m-ic C"(z) will be a root of an irreducible factor of icm(K, L). This gives the following: Since the value a = q/l for a root fi=x/y of an irreducible binary form <p(x, y) belongs to GF(pm) and since irll=o2, it follows that any irreducible factor Tr of irm(J, K) is of degree m or a divisor of m, i.e., r\ m. If the root ■wv. = J/K of YT is a square in GF(pr), then Tr defines two distinct irreducible factors yr^ and yf of 7rm(g, /). These factors each define distinct conjugate sets relative to G'. Hence, in this case the conjugate set defined by Tr under G splits into two distinct ones relative to G'. If, however, xM is a nonsquare in GF(pT), then the corresponding factor y2r of wm(q, I) is irreducible over GF(p) and the corresponding conjugate set defined by TT does not split into two distinct sets relative to G'. This gives the following: Theorem 2.3. Let S be a conjugate set of irreducible m-ic congruences over FG(p) under the group G of all linear fractional transformations with coefficients belonging to GF(p) and let C^(z) having a root ju, be any congruence belonging to S. Let the cross ratio 7rM = (ptp'np, wj.p') be a root of the irreducible polynomial Tr of degree r over GF(p). Then S will split into two distinct conjugate sets under the subgroup G' of all transformations of G whose determinant is a square if, and only if, the mark it,, of GF(pr) is a square in GF(pr).
As a direct result of this theorem we see that if 7rM is a nonsquare of GF(pr) then 2r\m since the degrees of the irreducible factors of irm(q, I) must divide m. Hence, m must be even. Conversely, if m is [February odd, then every root of wm(K, L) must be a square. This along with Theorem 2.3 gives Theorem 2.4. If m is an odd degree, then every conjugate set S relative to G splits into two distinct conjugate sets relative to G' and the number of distinct conjugate sets relative to G is one-half the number relative to G'. 3 . Number of conjugate sets of a given order relative to G. Since the group G is of order p(p2 -l) it follows that any conjugate set S will have order at most p(p2 -1). If 5 contains less than p(p2 -l) distinct m-ics, then there exist transformations of G that carry each m-ic into itself. Such transformations must be of order d where d\ m. If d is the largest order of a transformation that carries an m-ic into itself, then S must be of order p(p2 -l)/d. Let m=r-d and 5 be a conjugate set of order p(p2 -l)/d containing S"(z). Then there exists a transformation TEG of order d that transforms S?(z) into itself and, hence, p-T=pp, ppT=pp , ■ • ■ . By making use of (1.6) we see that For w=4 we have irt = Jp -Jp~lK -Kp Dickson [4] . Setting t = J/K we see that 7T4 vanishes only if p -l"*1 -1=0 mod p. From this we see that t' = t/(t -l) and tp' = tp/(tp -1) =t. Hence, any root of 7r4 must be in GF(p2), and the irreducible factors of Ti must be of degree at most two. If tEGF(p) then the only root of ir\ is t = 2. Since ita is of degree p the irreducible factors of 7r4 consist of one linear and (p -l)/2 quadratic factors. This along with Theorem 3.1 gives A root t of (4.1) is either in GF(p) or GF(pi). If tEGF(p) then (4.1)
vanishes if t satisfies (4.2) 22-3/+l=0 (modp).
If p = 5, then t--1 is a double root of (4.2) and it follows that there exist only one distinct linear factor and exactly p2/ 5=5 irreducible fifth degree factors of irb. If p = 5K + 2 then (4.2) is irreducible, hence, there are no linear factors. If p=5K + l then (4.2) is factorable into two distinct linear factors. In this case irb factors into two linear factors and (p2 -1)/5 irreducible fifth degree factors. Using Theorem 3.1 with the above results gives Theorem 4.2. The irreducible quintic congruences belonging to GF(p) constitute 6, (p2+9)/5, (p2 + l)/5 distinct conjugate sets under G according as p = 5, p = SK±l, p = 5K±2.
The above theorem is in accordance with C. B. Hanneken's, Irreducible quintic congruences, [5] .
For m = 6 we have (jp' _ xp'\ J -K J' which vanishes for t = J/K if tp% -1 (4.3) tp'+p~1 -1"'-^+^ -tr-1-= 0 (mod p). t = l is not a root of (4.3) and for p=2 or 3, there is no root in GF(p), while for p>3 the only root is t = 3. The roots t of (4.3) that belong to the subfield GF(p2) must be roots of the irreducible quadratics over GF(p) of the form t2+t(s -\)+s2 = 0 (mod p), where sEGF(p), and, conversely, any root of this irreducible quadratic is a root of (4.3). It follows that there are (p -3)/2 irreducible quadratic factors of x« if p=6K+5, and (p -1)/2 if p=3 or p = 6K + l.
Corresponding to each of these factors is a conjugate set of order p(p2-l)/3.
The roots of (4.3) that belong to GF(p3) must satisfy the equation
Conversely, any root of (4.4) belongs to GF(p3) and, except for r = 3, does not belong to GF(p). It follows that the irreducible cubic factors of ir6 are of the form p3-p2 + • • • , where p = \/t, and their number is 3 if p = 3 or (p2-l)/3 if p>3.
Since the degree of (4.3) is p3+p -l, it follows that the number of sixth degree factors of 7T6 is (p3 -p2+2)/6lorp = 6K -1 and (p3-p2)/6 for p = 3 or p = 6K + l. Corresponding to each of these factors is a conjugate set of order p(p2 -1). This gives The irreducible factors of (5.1) are of degree 1, 2, 4, or 8. To determine the number of factors of each of these degrees we use the fact that pEGF(ps). We shall first determine the number of factors of degree 4 or less. If pEGF(p*), then p" =p and we see that p must satisfy the following relation: oP3+P2+P+i _ "p2+p+i _ "p3+ps+i _ pp*+i _ pp'+p'+p (5 3) -pp'+p+i + pp'+p = 0 (modp).
Setting X = l/p, multiplying by Xp'+p2+p+1, and simplifying we obtain (5.4) 1 -(X + X" + Xp2 + X"3) + XX"2 + (XX"2) = 0 (modp).
Clearly, any solution X of (5.4) will define a solution p of (5. Setting A =a+bS112, a, bEGF(p), into (5.7) and simplifying, we obtain (5.8) (a -l)2 + 562 = 1/2.
Since -1 is a square or a nonsquare according as p is of the form 4:K + 1 or 4K -1, we have Each of these solutions (a, b) will define AEGF(p2) satisfying
